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Daniela Mardaras 
(Montevideo, Uruguay)
graduated from Myers 
Park High School 
five years ago as an 
exchange student.

Newsletter designer 
Little Shiva (former  
Charlottean) thinks 
grassroots publishing 
is super fun. Yay team!

John McBride  
(East Eighth Street) is 
the newsletter editor.

Elizabeth Maddrey  
Clement Avenue 
elovemaddrey@ 
gmail.com

ECA Officers
Sarah Crowder
President
704 502 7866
Greenway Avenue 
sarahcr@bellsouth.net

Evan Kettler
Vice President
704 577 4901
North Laurel Avenue
evan.kettler@gmail.com

Beth Haenni 
Secretary
704 562 5152
Greenway Avenue
beth.haenni@gmail.com

Kelly Jaworski
Treasurer
828 446 0243
Clarice Avenue 
kellyruthanne92@gmail.com

Melanie Sizemore
Past President
704 661 0767
Vail Avenue 
msizemore@realindex.com

ECA Board Members
West Bryant
Communications Chair
704 898 5044
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@gmail.com

Cassandra D’Alessio
Business Liaison
704 604 9301
Dotger Avenue
cassandra@turnthenextpage.com

Paul Freeman
Beautification & Trees
704 491 5656
East Fifth Street 
paul@
freemanlandscapearchitecture.com

Phil Grennan
At-large
269 598 3718
Greenway Avenue 
phil@grennanconsulting.com

Kathryn Haenni
ECA intern
Greenway Avenue

Anne Lambert
At-large
704 589 9146
Hawthorne Bridge Court 
chickspeare@hotmail.com

Jessica Meyer
Traffic Chair
980 333 7044
Greenway Avenue
johnsonjcj@yahoo.com

John F. McBride
Newsletter
980 254 7367
East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com

Paul Shipley
At-Large
704 651 5897
Kenmore Avenue
paul.d.shipley@gmail.com

Lisa Yagla
Social Chair
704 807 1862
Pecan Avenue
lyagla@gmail.com

Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K  
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com_

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published 
quarterly (March, June, September 
and December) and delivered 
to homes and businesses in 
the Elizabeth neighborhood of 
Charlotte. The production team: 

John McBride  
editor

We need a new ad czar! 
position vacant

Tricia Fisher  
circulation czar

Susan Green  
editorial assistant and proofreader

Little Shiva designer

Sir Speedy printer

Got a story or photo idea? Want  
to buy an ad? Email newsletter@ 
elizabethcommunity.com.

Anne McBride  
(East 8th Street) 
was born in Elizabeth 
and is currently home 
from college.

Yen Duong  
9th Street 
yenergy@gmail.com

Katie Granelli 
East 5th Street 
katie.granelli@ 
gmail.com

Annual ECA Meeting
Sept. 15, 2020 
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

This year’s annual meting will be a live 
virtual event. All are invited to join and 
hear plans for the coming year. Login 
information will be sent via ECA email 
notifications. This is also the time to 
become an ECA member, or renew your 
annual membership. 

Sign up for ECA email notifications 
and renew your membership at 
elizabethcommunity.com.

Also coming up
The Pumpkin Wall  
(Social Distance Version)
The ECA is working through details for 
a safe and socially distanced October 
Halloween event.  

Month of Giving
During November we will be 
encouraging everyone to donate to the 
charities of their preference, and offer 
additional opportunities. 

Holiday Party
This year, the ECA will host an outdoor 
holiday festival. We need volunteers for 
this event. Email Lisa Yagla at lyagla@
gmail.com if you’d like to help.

Watch for details on these events via 
ECA email notifications.

Hardin Minor 
Clement Avenue 
hardinminor@att.net

Sarah Crowder 
Greenway Avenue 
sarahcr@bellsouth.net

Kris Solow 
East Fifth Street 
kjsolow@gmail.com

Nancy O. Albert 
Oakland Avenue 
noalbert@ 
carolina.rr.com

Paul Shipley  
Kenmore Avenue 
paul.d.shipley@ 
gmail.com 

Paul Freeman 
East Fifth Street 
paul@freeman 
landscape 
architecture.com

Susan Green 
East 5th Street 
susangreen8@ 
gmail.com

Jane Hixson 
Cranbrook Lane 
hellojane@
hixsondesign.com

Evan Kettler 
Laurel Avenue 
evan.kettler@ 
gmail.com

Jenna MacFarlane  
(East Eighth Street) 
is a longtime Elizabeth 
resident, student of 
sustainability, designer 
and teacher.

Jared Rorrer 
East 8th Street 
jared.rorrer@ 
gmail.com

Beth Schultz 
Louise Avenue 
elizschultz@att.net

Elaine Scott 
Kenmore Avenue 
elainekscott@ 
icloud.com

Melanie Sizemore 
Vail Avenue 
msizemore@ 
realindex.com

Pat Springs 
ast 5th Street 
psprings_nc@ 
hotmail.com

Jerry Tylman 
Kenmore Avenue 
jtylman@greenway-
solutions.com

contributors
Kay Minor 
East Eighth Street 
gardenbelle@ 
icloud.com
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From the president: 
Thank you for helping 
make this bearable
by Sarah Crowder

Groundhog Day. Weird. 
Unprecedented. Unusual. 
Are you as tired of these 
descriptors of what’s going on as 
I am? Staying home, producing 
three meals every single day, 
maintaining social distance, 
socializing outdoors (ok in 
spring, not in August), missing 
our parents/adult children/
grandparents/grandchildren. 

It was tolerable for a few 
months, but is this what all of 
2020 holds?

I must have been taught to 
look for silver linings because 
even as I write my poor litany 
of complaints, I’m sitting at my 
front windows, looking at the 
porch swing rocking in a breeze 
and the ferns alive with baby 
birds and a front yard with our 
vegetable gardens. At  children 
playing on the tree swing across 
the street. At the sidewalk where 
so many of you walk and play.  

We’re surrounded here on 
Greenway – just as you are 
on Clement, Vail, Kenmore, 
Lamar and elsewhere – by 
wonderful neighbors who 
provide emotional support just 
by stopping to say hello, share 
kitchen treats and check in.

I think about the outpouring 
of concern and support for the 
people on 5th whose homes 
were destroyed or severely 

damaged by the May 22 storm. 
I’m amazed at the determination 
and creativity of the parents in 
the neighborhood to make sure 
their children have educational 
opportunities beyond virtual 
school. Talk about resilience 
and grit! And hats off to the folks 
who dreamed up the graduation 
parade and ran with the idea. 
Examples abound throughout 
the neighborhood.  

So, here’s a request: Please 
share your stories. Big or small, 
they make a difference and can 
help us all. What are you doing 
to manage in 2020? What’s 
great? What’s hard? What have 
you gleaned? What have you 
organized on your block? We 
can all learn from one another. 
Send your stories to newsletter@
elizabethcommunity.com, and 
we’ll figure out how to share 
them with the neighborhood. 

And how can the ECA board 
help address what you’re seeing 
in your stretch of Elizabeth? 
It’s been wrenching to cancel 
events we all hold dear, such as 
the progressive dinner, Easter 
Egg hunt, Elizabeth 8K and who-
knows-what else. These events 
help bind us together and we 
miss them.

But the board has been 
staying busy in other areas: 
We organized and funded 
ElizabethCares to support 
restaurants and first responders 
in Elizabeth. We devoted the 
entire summer newsletter to our 
small businesses, providing free 

advertisements to all Elizabeth-
based businesses. We’ve held the 
city accountable for the mess 
on Hawthorne and pushed for 
an outcome we can all live with. 
We’re supporting neighbors 
on 5th dealing with the 
construction at Mercy Hospital 
by opening communication with 
Atrium. We’re negotiating with 
developers over planned projects 
throughout the neighborhood.  
And we’re getting better at 
organizing virtual meetings 
thanks to the tech gurus on the 
board. We’re even going to host 
the annual meeting virtually on 
Sept. 15. Look for details in early 
September. 

The ECA Board is full of 
planners, subject-matter experts 
and people who can flat out 
execute a project. We are all 
better off because of these 
amazing volunteers.

I guess all this is to say that 
while I remain frustrated and 
worried and – truth-be-told – a 
little angry, that is all outweighed 
by hope and gratitude. That’s 
because of all of you. Thanks, 
Elizabeth.
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Here’s the latest from 
the ECA real estate and 
zoning committee 
by Mel Sizemore and Paul Shipley

As this surreal summer 
continues to roll on, in Elizabeth 
the real estate projects, big and 
small, continue. The ECA real 
estate and zoning committee has 
been busy with several projects 
in various stages of development.

Here is a brief rundown of the 
major projects we are working 
on currently. We will keep you 
updated on these projects and 
others as they arise via the ECA 
email list.

7th and Caswell: Crescent 
Communities’s Elizabeth on 
Seventh, the mixed-use office and 
retail project at this important 
intersection started initial work 
over the past few weeks and has 
committed to communicating 
with the neighborhood as the 
project progresses.

Firefighter and 7th: A 
developer plans a 10-unit 
townhome development at 
the corner of Firefighter Lane 
and 7th Street at the southern 
entrance to Elizabeth. Currently 
this land is vacant, and the 
10 units would sit in front 
of the townhomes located 
further down Firefighter. The 
real estate committee liked 
this project due to its density, 
and the developer agreed to 
some minor adjustments to the 
project at the request of the 
committee.

Vail Avenue: The Drakeford 
Company is building four 
townhomes at the curve on 
Vail Avenue heading towards 
Cranbrook. The developer faced 
challenges with this site due to 
topography in the back of the 
property, the sharp curve in that 
section of Vail and city require-
ments for set-backs including 
the installation of a sidewalk and 
planting strip. After discussions 
with the ECA, the developer and 
the city, a plan was developed 
for a narrower planting strip and 
sidewalk, which will allow for 
clearer parking (not blocking 
the sidewalk) in the driveways of 
the units.

Independence Park: If 
you have been walking around 
Elizabeth Traditional School 
lately you have seen the work on 
the baseball field, with concrete 
sidewalks along the left field 
side, along with other surround-
ing hardscape. Other major 
renovations of the park are 
scheduled to start in August and 
early September.

Other projects are in earlier 
stages, with the most notable 
being the redevelopment of the 
Kings College site, where the 
developer is currently propos-
ing  a medical office building 
facing 5th Street across from 
Novant, with a parking deck on 
the corner of 5th and Clement, 
and proposed townhomes facing 
the park.

As always, the ECA board 
will communicate with our 

community as major projects 
take shape and other real estate 
related issues arise.

Mystery of the griffin – or 
is it a dragon? – solved 
by Nancy O. Albert

In the Spring 2000 issue of 
this newsletter I wrote about the 
griffin fellow Elizabethan Kris 
Solow and I helped rescue. It had 
lain for years outside of the Foard 
Construction Company office on 
Pecan Avenue. 

The Foards knew little of its 
origin, only that it was found in 
a pile of rubble on Bland Street. 
They offered it to the ECA and 
in 2016 the griffin was moved 
to a new wall at Independence 
Park when the rose garden 
was redesigned by Ric Solow.  
Since then I have been trying to 
discover more about its history, 
but to no avail – until recently. 

Last year at a lecture given 
by Dan Morrill of Preserve 
Mecklenburg, who is responsible 
for saving many of Charlotte’s 
historic sites, I discovered 
that a mirror-image griffin was 
embedded in the walls of a 
building on Crescent Avenue in 
Myers Park. 

I spoke with Dan about the 
Elizabeth griffin. He had not 
been aware of its existence. 
Unfortunately the Crescent 
Avenue building was scheduled 
to be sold and demolished. When 
he learned the building’s sale 
was imminent, Dan dove full 

force into the effort to save the 
griffin. The results have been 
remarkable.

On Aug. 5, Dan wrote to me: 
“This morning I had a most 
informative telephone conversa-
tion with Boyce Thies. His family 
told him that the stones for the 
Crescent Avenue house and 
the griffins, which he believes 
should more accurately be called 
dragons, did come from the 
1891 Charlotte City Hall. O.J. 
Thies, Boyce’s great grandfather, 
built the house soon after 1925. 
Boyce said that O.J. Thies had 
a warehouse on Bland Street 
where Foard Construction 
found the other griffin in a pile 
of debris.” Things moved very 
fast after that. Here is an excerpt 
from a note from Boyce Thies:

Dear Dan, 
I enjoyed speaking with you this 
morning. As you now know, I had 
begun following your Facebook post 
regarding the sale and ultimate 
demolition of the brownstone house 
at 2325 Crescent Ave., currently 
occupied by Circa Interiors, and 
your efforts to save the bas-relief 
dragon embedded in its chimney. 
Through the thread of subsequent 
posts ... I learned that there was a 
second complementary dragon which 
had fairly recently been installed at 
Independence Park; that one having 
come from Foard Construction’s 
findings on West Bland Street, but 
with the origins of neither dragon 
being known.

As mentioned, my great-
grandfather O.J. Thies had built 

the Crescent Avenue house in the 
late 1920s. My grandfather, who 
would have been in his twenties at 
the time, maintained that his father 
had built one of the first brownstone 
houses in Charlotte and that the 
stone used in its construction had 
been salvaged from the old 1891 
Charlotte City Hall, which was 
demolished in 1925.

It was my and my family’s belief 
that the dragon was also salvaged 
from the old City Hall. We hadn’t 
known of the existence of the second 
one until seeing your posts, but 
learning it was discovered on Bland 
Street, where our great grandfather 
had owned property including a 
warehouse, confirmed for us in our 
minds they were a pair.

When we first spoke, we could 
only speculate on where the dragons 
had been on the building. Since all 
of the images we were able to locate 
online were of too poor quality 
to prove this, I called Meghan 
Bowden at the Robinson-Spangler 
Carolina Room who sent me a higher 
resolution scan … which clearly 
reveals enough of the carvings 
to show the dragons were indeed 
mounted where we had suspected.

Preserve Mecklenburg will 
soon take possession of the 
Crescent griffin and it is hoped 
it will eventually join its twin in 
Elizabeth. Many thanks to Dan 
Morrill, Bryce Thies and Kris 
and Ric Solow who assisted and 
advised in these efforts.

Charlotte’s old city hall building was demolished in 1925.  
photo courtesy Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room of the 

Charlotte Mecklenburg Public Library
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One more time: 
Hawthorne bridge 
reopening delayed

Opening of the Hawthorne 
Lane bridge has been post-
poned – again. According to 
the Charlotte Area Transit 
System (CATS), the contractor, 
Johnson Brothers, incorrectly 
poured concrete on the bridge 
in preparation for putting down 
the rails. 

“The contractor did not pour 
the concrete per the design plans 
resulting in incorrect elevations,” 
CATS said. The bridge opened 
to pedestrian and bicycle traffic 
in mid-August. CATS said the 
bridge would be open to cars by 
the “end of the year.” 

Neighbors will recall that 
the bridge closed in 2017 for a 
planned two years of work. It has 
been plagued by delays since. 
CATS said the additional cost for 
re-doing work is the contractor’s 
responsibility.

Donations sought 
for replenishing 
neighborhood trees 
by Paul Freeman

Ah… Fall. I don’t know about 
you, but when fall rolls around 
my thoughts turn to planting.

Last year, the ECA began 
what we hope will be an annual 
planting of street trees in 
Elizabeth. The board earmarked 
$2,500, which was good for 
5 new trees. We approached 

No volcanoes: Make your 
trees happy and healthy 
by Pat Springs

The Elizabeth neighborhood 
is known for its magnificent 
tree canopy and for the many 
tree enthusiasts who support 
maintaining our tree-lined 
streets and shady yards. In my 
yard I have three large willow 
oaks that shade and enhance 
the overall landscaping. During 
a recent conversation with my 
wonderful neighbor Kathie 
Collins and her professional 
garden guru CJ Lawing of Living 
Art Design, I became aware of 
how to make my willow oaks 
happier and healthier.

Kathie and CJ noticed I had 
unintentionally created tree 
volcanos around my willow 
oaks. These volcanos occur 
when mulch is piled around and 
against the tree trunk to a height 
where the “trunk flare” (also 
referred to as “root flare”) is not 
visible. This “flare burial” usually 
happens gradually with the 
addition of fresh mulch every fall 
and spring. Apparently my theory 
that if some mulch is good for 
a tree then more mulch is even 
better was wrong! I also learned 
that young trees often arrive at 
local nurseries already buried 
too deep inside their containers. 
My willow oaks may have had 
their flares covered before they 
even made it to my yard. 

The trunk, or root, flare is the 
place where the topmost root 

the city, and they matched our 
pledge for a total of 10 trees.

This year, in the wake of 
more tree destruction, the ECA 
is reaching out to Elizabeth 
residents. In addition to another 
$2,500 this year,  the ECA will 
match your donations up to 
$1,250. Give what you can. No 
donation is too small. The ECA 
will match dollar for dollar, up to 
$1,250. We will of course ask the 
city match our effort for as large 
an impact as possible.

Hopefully I don’t need to tell 
you all the benefits our public 
trees provide. Our canopy is 
aging, and we will continue to see 
trees removed, so it’s important 
to maintain a constant effort 
towards replacement.

Please consider contributing. 
This year your dollar will become 
two. Contributions can be 
made to any board member, or 
dropped off at my house, 2228 
East5th Street. Happy fall!

emerges from the trunk. Not all 
varieties of trees show a distinct 
curve, or flare, where they enter 
the soil, but the topmost roots 
are easily apparent. This part of 
the tree needs to be exposed to 
oxygen in order to support the 
overall health of the tree.

After watching with curiosity 
as CJ removed mulch and layers 
of soil from the base of the 
maples in Kathie’s front yard 
and listening to her explain the 
importance of exposing this part 
of the tree to the air, I began a 
new quest – digging out over-
mulched trunk flares throughout 
my yard. In addition to feeling 
really good about helping my 
trees live healthier lives, I literally 
uncovered another reward – the 
genuine beauty of each tree’s 
trunk flare.

You have to be careful when 
you start digging not so as not 
to expose the tree’s deeper 
roots. You also need to look out 
for girdling roots. These are 
roots that wrap horizontally 
around the base of the trunk, 
restricting the flow of water 
and nutrients up and down the 
trunk. Over time, they can lead 
to the decline of the tree. When 
you encounter girdling roots, 
proceed with caution.  

If you have any doubts about 
the process, do additional 
research. A good online resource 
for learning more about soil 
depth and other critical tree 
issues is: www.clemson.edu/
cafls/vincent/articles/show_me_

Photo by Kris Solow

your_root_flare.pdf.  You can also 
contact a certified arborist who 
will have specialized knowledge 
about trees in our area.

We’ll have the green canopy 
of our trees for just another 
few months this year, but the 
stately character of your trunk 
flares can be enjoyed year 
round. Happy digging!

Upper Independence Park lost another large tree in mid-July, and this  
one took out a shelter when it fell. The percentage of Charlotte covered by 

tree canopy fell from 49% to 45% of the city between 2012 and  
2018 according to a recent study by the University of Vermont in 

collaboration with TreesCharlotte. TreesCharlotte was established in 2012 
as a public/private nonprofit collaboration to grow and diversify  

Charlotte’s urban forest. Photo by Susan Green

A small ginkgo sapling was knocked down  
at the corner of Hawthorne and Park. Photo by John McBride
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are now going through a global 
pandemic!

A friend up north said they 
were doing a parade through 
the neighborhood. I asked in 
the Elizabeth Families email 
group if anyone was interested. 
I didn’t get any responses, so my 
friend Jessica Woodruff stepped 
in and rallied a bunch of us 
senior moms in a group email! 
She remembered how special 
graduation was for her daughter 
the year before. Before long, we 
had ECA’s social chair Lisa Yagla 
involved and the ECA board 
approved the event. 

Jill Smiley coordinated all the 
graduates, Amy Ingalls and some 
other moms helped us think of all 
the grads, Tricia Fenton planned 
our parade route and Kris Solow, 
thankfully, became our official 
photographer. 

I thought it would be a fun 
idea to have Hardin Minor (aka 
the Big E Elvis) lead the grads 
through the neighborhood in his 
beautiful, powder blue Mustang 
convertible with his lovely 
wife Linda at the wheel. I mean 
THAT’S special and memorable! 
And the ECA even had a special 
treat, the Tropical Shaved 
Kona Ice truck, waiting for the 
graduates at the end of their 
parade in the Rose Garden’s 
parking lot.

We may have started a new 
tradition because my daughter, 
who is a junior, said that she 
wants a parade when she 
graduates!

at risk? Call your auto insurance 
or car dealer. Newer models are 
designed to protect the catalytic 
converter so not all hybrids are 
targets. If your car is at risk, talk 
to your mechanic about options. 
Different protection devices 
have been developed to cover the 
converter.

Our mechanic installed a bolt 
plate to our 2005 and 2015 
Priuses. And we have stickers 
notifying future thieves that our 
converter is protected (assuming 
they can read).

Other ways to protect your 
car include parking in a garage 
(if you have one) or in well-
lit areas close to building 
entrances. If you have a motion 
alarm, calibrate the system 
to set off when a vibration 
is detected. We’ve also seen 
suggestions on the internet to 
have the catalytic converter 
welded to your car’s frame.

Don’t delay your research. We 
wish we had been told about this 
epidemic, it could have saved us 
considerable time and money.

Car parade through 
neighborhood honors 
Elizabeth grads 
by Beth Schultz

In April I wondered how 
could we possibly make our 
high school graduates feel 
special during lockdown. I mean 
think about it, these kids were 
ushered into this world during 
or on the heels of 9/11 and 

Thieves target catalytic 
converters for precious 
metals within 
by Elaine Scott and Jerry Tylman

What do older model SUVs, 
trucks and hybrids have in 
common? All are targets for 
catalytic converter theft.

Our 2005 Toyota Prius was 
easy late night prey, parked in 
our driveway. It took thieves 
approximately five minutes to 
jack up the car, remove a few 
bolts and saw off their prize. Most 
SUVs and trucks are high enough 
off the ground so thieves can 
slide under.

New catalytic converters are 
not cheap, with prices varying 
from $650 to $2,000 for just the 
part. And we were worried about 
someone stealing loose change…

Catalytic converter theft has 
been happening for the past 
decade, causing headaches 
for car owners and insurance 
carriers. Charlotte Mecklenburg 
Police say they’ve seen a spike 
in catalytic converter thefts in 
Elizabeth and Chantilly recently. 

World-wide, thousands have 
been stolen for the precious 
metals found inside (platinum, 
palladium, and rhodium). The 
price of rhodium has been as 
high as $10,000 an ounce. 
Catalytic converters in hybrids 
are relatively cleaner than those 
in gas powered vehicles and they 
yield higher levels of the metals.

How do you know if your car is 

Among the graduates taking part in the Elizabeth celebration, their high school, college and area of study (from left):

Kinsley Allen (above left), Maren Haenni and graduate  

Olivia Ritchey (above right) enjoy treats provided by the ECA and the 

Tropical Shaved Kona Ice Truck at the Rose Garden after the parade.  

Photo by Beth Haenni Right: Koyana Smith a graduate of Queens 

Grant High School, will study medicine at 

Queens University. Photo by Kris Solow

Tommy Cline, Myers Park, Appalachian State, political science; Addison Schultz, Myers Park, Appa lachian State, 

exercise science; Patrick Fenton, Charlotte Catholic, Elon, business; Olivia Ritchey, Community School of Davidson,

College of William and Mary, undecided; Liza Whitmire, Myers Park, Princeton, undecided; Renny Ingalls, Myers Park,

UNC-Chapel Hill, business; The Big E Elvis (Hardin Minor), Harte-Knox, jelly doughnuts; Morgan Smiley, Myers Park,

Bowdoin, women’s soccer team; Sophia Kafiti, Myers Park, Case Western Reserve, biology. 
Photo by Kris Solow
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mission to raise the money 
required to up-fit a new venue 
with three theaters to create 
an independent, non-profit 
community cinema near the 
LYNX Blue Line Sugar Creek 
Station.

CFS salvaged the seats and 
curtains from the Manor – and 
the popcorn machine! They hope 
to open in fall 2021 and they 
need our help. On July 28, CFS 
launched a GoFundMe campaign 
with a goal of $150,000. If 
they can raise this initial sum, 
CFS hopes to demonstrate 
to Charlotte’s powerful 
philanthropic leaders that this is 
a project worthy of their dollars. 
Toss in whatever you can and 
become a member of CFS.

I’m glad we have Zoom, 
big screen TVs and an array 
of streaming media options, 
especially during the 
coronavirus. But for me, there 
is something inherently unique 
about connecting with fellow 
citizens to take in live music, 
theater or an independent film. 
The Manor was a community 
watering hole for our collective 
soul. A true community cinema is 
something Charlotte should not 
be without.

You will feel great after 
contributing because this 
project gives us hope, something 
to look forward to and by golly we 
all need this now more than ever.

I can’t wait to join you all in 
reeltime in the not too distant, 
COVID-19-free future!

Missing the Manor? 
Consider a contribution  
to community cinema 
by Hardin Minor

I’ll bet that you were as 
upset as I was to see Charlotte’s 
beloved Manor Theater close 
its doors after 73(!) years of 
presenting us with the chance to 
gather and explore, engage and 
be entertained by hundreds of 
great films and movies.

Of course so many drastic 
changes have occurred since the 
pandemic hit us that we can’t 
dwell on any one for long before 
something else blows our minds. 
And the Manor closing may seem 
small as we battle for our health, 
our finances and our democracy.

Folks, there is a phoenix rising 
from the ashes as we speak: The 
Charlotte Film Society (CFS) 
has embarked on a daunting 

Farewell to a gem:  
Carpe Diem closes after 
30 years; Earl’s remains 
by Kris Solow

Elizabeth has lost a historical 
gem. After 30 years and three 
locations – plus the seemingly 
forever trolley construction on 
Elizabeth Avenue – Carpe Diem 
Restaurant and Caterers has 
closed due to the Coronavirus.

Carpe Diem got its start in 
1989 in the historic Ratcliffe 
Florist building on South Tryon 
and survived Hurricane Hugo. 
The threat of demolition caused 
the restaurant to move to 401 
E. Trade St. in 2000. When that 
building too faced demolition, 
the restaurant found a home 
in Elizabeth. But sisters Bonnie 
Warford and Tricia Maddrey 
continue their legacy with Earl’s 
Grocery on Elizabeth. Earl’s is 
more pandemic proof. They’ve 
replaced inside seating with 
shelves, removed the grill area 
and temporarily removed the 
coffee station. The outdoor 
seating area will remain. 

They will have take-out 
service only with an all day menu 
Monday through Saturday from 
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Several 
familiar dishes from Carpe Diem 
will remain. Also available will 
be groceries, online orders and 
curbside pickup. You can place 
orders by calling Earl’s at 704-
333-2757. You must wear a 
mask while shopping and when 
picking up orders.

not a formal petition at this 
time, but a pre-cursor to gauge 
interest in formally pursuing the 
designation with the ECA and 
the City of Charlotte.

Want to help? Contact 
Heather Obleada, hobleada@
gmail.com, or Jared Rorrer, jared.
rorrer@gmail.com.

In September, we’re planning 
for volunteers to visit each 
property in the neighborhood 
to have a safe, socially-distanced 
conversation with home owners 
about historic designation.

The goal of this initial round 
of visits is to informally gauge 
interest and support. This is 

For more information: Brad.
Ritter@charlottefilmsociety.org; 
charity.gofundme.com/o/en/
campaign/charlotte-community-
cinema.

Next step  
for historic designation: 
Gauging support  
by Jared Rorrer

A group of Elizabeth 
neighbors is continuing to move 
forward with efforts to designate 
Elizabeth as a local historic 
district in line with some of our 
peer neighborhoods like Plaza 
Midwood and Dilworth.

The designation will help 
retain the unique character of 
our neighborhood in these times 
of unprecedented  growth and 
development within Charlotte’s 
oldest neighborhoods.

Since hosting our first 
neighborhood information 
session late last year, the group 
has expanded to include block 
captains representing different 
portions of the neighborhood.

Up until recently, the majority 
of effort has been focused 
on informing and educating 
neighbors about what local 
historic designation would mean. 
The next phase is to assess the 
level of support. The outcome of 
this phase is critical to what, if 
any, next steps are to occur.

A house-by-house database 
has been created to begin 
tracking the level of support 
for local historic designation. 

Photo by Kris Solow

Caldwell Presbyterian Church’s Belk Hall was demolished in June to make 
way for a new community hall building. Work on the new 7,000-square-foot 

building is scheduled to begin this fall and take about a year.  
The building will be blended into a renovated 1940s building that connects 

the hall to the sanctuary and administration buildings.  
Caldwell leaders see the new structure as a place where the neighborhood 

and the city can gather for conversation, exploration, sharing and 
community building. Belk Hall was dedicated in 1960.  

Photo by John McBride, drawing courtesy Caldwell Presbyterian Church
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sign photos  
by Evan Kettler
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Teeming with life,  
Briar Creek is a 
neighborhood treasure
by Jane Hixson

I’ve lived in this area all my 
life, and the creek that runs 
through Elizabeth has always 
been one of my favorite places. 
I love walking by Briar Creek, 
looking to see the fish in the 
water and the ducks on the 
water and, very often, the tracks 
of raccoon and deer.

It hurts to see the trash in 
the creek and along the banks, 
but sadly that’s just a part of 
it these days. When I was a 
tomboy I wasn’t allowed to swim 
in the creek with my brothers or 
the others, as they were usually 
naked! These days the creek 
water is usually void of kids but 
full of wildlife.

Walking next to it always 
takes me back and brings me 
peace. The swallows, dragonflies 
and countless other flying 
visitors are a delight. In May, 
as I was admiring a crane, I 
spotted a young eagle in a tree. 
Astonishing! Was he a regular 
or just passing through? I don’t 
know, but what a  thrill to see 
him. Then further down the 
creek were two otters playing in 
the water. I had seen otters in 
the 70s but not since then.

Briar Creek is a treasure and 
a gift. I love that we have it and 
hope we all protect it and keep 
it clean without trying to make 
it tame.

Ingeniously, these butterflies 
rely on subsequent generations 
for completing a journey that 
ends in central Mexico. Produced 
on specific host plants en route, 
butterfly eggs are deposited to 
metamorphose, continuing the 
cycle four times before arriving 
at roosting destinations. Quite a 
feat for a lightweight set of DNA.

Such an arduous trip 
requires a lot of sustenance, at 
a time when nectar sourcing 
habitats are disappearing. Our 
urban flower gardens can play 
an essential part in helping 
monarchs and other species of 
insects and butterflies survive 
for future generations to enjoy. 
The internet is teeming with 
information on best host plants 
and flowers for our area. Sunny 
gardens will attract the most 
critters, but native shade plants 
along with nonnative perennials, 
herbs and shrubs will suffice.

What a wonderful way to 
share up close and personal the 
process of evolution unfolding 
in our yards. To witness a 
butterfly emerge from a chrysalis 
resonates within us, a common 
sense  of struggle, acceptance 
and release. A colorful pit stop 
worth creating, in my view.

Butterflies were everywhere. 
In the sea, on the sand and in the 
house. A lone monarch found the  
yellow banana on 5-year-old 
Hayden’s multi-fruit print PJ’s, 
landing strategically between his 
short legs and lower abdomen. 
Inching across the worn wooden 
floor stiff legged and with care, 
he quietly opened the screened 
door, then lifted the butterfly 
skyward. A treasured memory for 
three generations to share.

During early fall, September 
through November, as many 
as five hundred thousand 
monarchs fly south from 
Canada and the U.S. along our 
entire east coast shoreline. 

Yard Yak: Urban flowers 
offer sustenance for 
migrating monarchs 
by Kay Minor

In late October of 2018, the 
“Minor Manor” and “WrenCrest” 
households headed to Ocean Isle 
for vacay. Five adults, four dogs 
and one preschooler assembled 
together in an older beachfront 
cottage from Saturday to 
Saturday. Unknowingly, yet 
serendipitously, our stay 
coincided with the seasonal 
eastern seaboard monarch 
migration. The fresh flowers 
I brought for the table were 
quickly perched on an outdoor 
railing for nectar sourcing.
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 ✻
Interested in Acts  

of Restorative 
Kindness? Check out  

wearetheark.org

✻ Photo by Jane Hixson
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Next advertising deadline:  

5 November
Quarter page: 641 x 743 pixels — $80 per issue or 4 for $280 

Half horizontal: 1306 x 743 pixels — $160 per issue or 4 for $560

Half vertical: 641 x 1506 pixels — $160 per issue or 4 for $560

Full page: 1306 x 1506 pixels — $320 per issue or 4 for $1120 

Prepare ad as a b&w jpg or pdf at 200 dpi. Our standard 4 point inner border will be 
applied to your ad, so please plan your layout accordingly.




